Discussion," "Further Reading," and "Bibliography." The bullet-pointed summary of the chapter is accurate and brief; the glossary includes key terms that are bolded in the essay. While in a small number of chapters the "Points for Discussion" are rather leading, looking for agreement with the author's thesis or checking for understanding of the chapter, the vast majority are genuinely open-ended and could greatly benefit individual reflection or group discussion; some (especially Clark's introduction and Cowan's chapters) even suggest class activities and assignments that would bring students into the critical discussion and give them an opportunity to apply the "Theory and Method" to their own interpretations. In "Further Reading," a brief annotated bibliography helpfully points readers to important additional texts.
While all chapters in the book are well worth reading, standout articles that describe, Overall, the writing is uniformly insightful and clear; not only are the arguments easy to follow, but they lay bare the mechanics of their critical process, which is a strength of the book. This collection is useful for undergraduate students and would serve an instructor well as a textbook; additionally, anyone looking for an introduction to the field of religion and popular culture will find the collection and its resource lists essential. Clark and Clanton Jr.'s book offers no closed, definitive answers but raises open, important questions by illustrating the breadth of the field of religion and popular culture and encouraging readers to deeply engage in that conversation while equipping them to do so competently. Sarah N. Petrovic Oklahoma Wesleyan University spetrovic@okwu.edu
